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Abstract:  

 This paper proposes a useful method for paralyzed people with the large interactive wall display. 
It consist of twomain components such as projector and web camera. The projector projects the screen which 
consistsof  six virtual buttons and this screen is mainly designed for the paralyzed person to fulfill  some of their 
basic needs based on their conditions. The paralyzed  individual needs to hide the project button by their hand 
and this  hand gesture is observed by the optical web camera. The camera  and the focal point plays a key role in 
it. The  camera is used to estimate the shadow area of the area covered. Based on the hided virtual button, 
message will be displayed to the Concern people to fulfill the paralyzed requirements.  
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1 Introduction 

 
A normal projector and a optical web camera have become less expensive now a days. In today’s world, there 

are many projector camera systems have been proposed. As in this project normal pale colored wall and white 
board can be used for the projection of the screen, the display can be used for digital purpose and no need for the 
expensive touch panel for this project.For a user’shand interface, the hand must be learned byuser to define 
function. These gesture are corresponding to the definite functions. There are many method for purpose for the 
detection of touch. Each and every method is explained in the next section; 

(a) Observing the distance and position of the user using optical web camera , 
(b)Measuring the small variationof the shadow formed by a handwhich approaches towards  the screen and  
(c) Waiting for the hand to stop for the predefined functions.main aim is to make the less expensive, use full  
and interactive touch screen;therefore,we used a projector is display the screen of the pale wall andcamera to 

observe for detection.The screen covered by the user’s hand is totally mains observed by the optical 
camera and the main part of this project is that the shadow doesn’t depends on the color of the button or 
screen. 

This project is designed in such a way that, it can be operated in space where lights may vary. The project 
observes the measurement of shadow when the area is covered by hands. When covered with hands, the color of 
the covered button gets invisible. If the covered button, changes its color or the color gets invisible, them the 
button is recognized as touchedFor the segmentation of the foreground,background subtraction technique is 
used for this segmentation. This background changes is totally observed and updated to the system. The 
response time and accuracy of the VIRTOS is already tested by the software named “PuTTy”. Now coming to 
the various section. In Section 2. We have discussed about the various measurement methodsand Section 3 is all 
about the  implementation of Virtual bit screen. Section 4 discussabout the results, and in section 5, applications 
of Virtual bit screen for paralyzed persons.And section 6 is all about the conclusion. 

 
2 TOUCHDETECTION 

In this section we discuss about the  methodsfor touch detection of a hand on thescreen. We focus mainly on the 
measurement methods, indicated by a specific projected screen, because as we all know touch buttons are most 
likely basic widget for touch interfaces. 
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2.1Measurement by optical camera 

The most straightforward method is to set a camera right above the projector to observe the gesture of the  hand 
on the x or yaxes of the screen. The flexibility of the installation is restricted due to this attachment.. 

. This works properly only if the relation between the screen and the camera is positioned correctly. The 
optical camera is cheaper the depth sensor. Sothis can be affordable by middle class family as well.In next 
section, we are going to discuss about the segmentation and tracking. 

2.1.1 Hand Segment andtracker 

Now a days to detect the shape and extract the information by the optical camera. This idea makes the 
configuration of the systemvery simple. 

Real background is very simple  because ti change in ambient light.In method (2) , for the accurate estimation, 
heavy computation is required . Method(3) plays a main role for the extraction as it differentiate the real image 
pixel and the shadow segmentation.. It is very difficult to adapt the variation in ambient light without 
reconstructor.there is an another way to extract the foreground region by using infrared light, this will not affect 
the projected light. 

However it is very simple to extract the foreground image from infrared image 
 
All the method is only used for the extraction purpose and the system must be so sensitive to detect. 
The hand and the shadow can be easily differentiate by its intensity value. If the value of the threshold is greater 
than the intensity  of a pixel in a foreground, then the pixel is act as a small part of the shadow. It is not a easy 
task to provide threshold frequency for the ambient light.For environments during which shadow segmentation 
cant be through with ampleaccuracy, there are many strategies to notice barely  by pursuit the movement of the 
hand.Simple technologies like frame variations is used here. And to guide the matching where the tip of finger is 
located. Bit detection is chosen when over one tip is recognized. The button region is about to split into 
subregions. And one subregion is found within the center of button. The finger tip will be detected once the tip is 
on the button..These ways will expeditiously acknowledge an elongated foreground form, however the 
troublesome of the system differentiates by a finger which touches the button or it is recognized by shadow. 
Therefore there are many ways for a little personal show. 
 

2.1.2 Touch Detection byShadow 
 

Once a user is touching or close to touch the screen, as a result of the hand intercepts the 
projected light; the camera, as a result of its perspective completely different from that of the 
projector, sees this shadow. This explicit feature is used for police investigation.A screen touch 
is detected by the proportions of the hand and shadow. When the touch screen is closed by the 
handThe shadow color may well be recognized additional simply than the hand color as a result 
of it's not littered with the projected lightweight and is nearly the identical because the 
unlighted screen color. The pixels with lower intensity price than this threshold are extracted as 
shadow. 
 

2.2 Proposed Method – Measuring Area by Shadow 

As said earlier our target system may be a giant show. The buttons are big as our hand so we have to use our full 
hand to touch. So the tendency to avoid operations like morphological process will be analyzed.The shadow 
color on the screen are often familiar within the system by taking a picture with the projector off throughout data 
format. However, close lightweight might modification throughout day.One way to grasp the shadow space 
within the bit detection method is to intercept the projected lightweight. So, by fixing the color of projected 
lightweight within the button space,  those pixels that don't modification color once the projected lightweight 
changes are noticed. As each the button region while not interception and also the touching hand are laid low 
with the color modification, this theme works out except once the user wears a black or terribly dark glove 
(Figure 1). Thus, beneath the subsequent 2 conditions, will be reached bit detection even in places wherever the 
close lightweight changes. 
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Because this theme doesn't rely upon the form of touching object (such because the hand), it's unfeasible to 
acknowledge whether or not over one hand is at the same time touching. However, we tend to believe that this is 
often an inexpensive limitation for an oversized interactive show. Additionally, coinciding bit may be reduced by 
limiting the scale of the button, as an example, to palm sized. 

3 Virtual bit screen.  

3.1 Installation 

Preferably, the projector is placed as high as accomplishable so as that the projected content could also be 
discovered on the screen with lowest obstruction of projected light-weight by the user (or users) standing before 
of the screen. 

Figure 1  shows a typical installation of Virtual bit screen. The projector is placed on the vertical center line 
before of the screen. The camera is additionally placed at a slant, as associate example, 50cm left or right of the 
center  of the screen. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 :Virtual bit screen. 
 

3.2 Measurement for installation 
 

 

Figure 2: Typical Installation of VIRTOS. 
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The second step of initialization is to obtain the virtual button image. Usually VIRTOS can have more than one 
touch button, in our project there are 6 buttons each of them have different functions and programming codes. 
The projector projects various buttons on the pale wall, for example; the system memorizes each button only 
image from the camera input. These image should be used as the reference image for the screen abstraction from 
detection process.reference image for the background subtraction in the 
describedbelow. 

 

3.3 Touch Detection 
These are the various step by step process. All button starts in normal state. The states are sequential and it can be 
related as filters for the touch detection. 
 For example normal state is the starting state, then if something/ someone covers the area of the button, then the 
waiting state goes to checking screen. In this state the camera detects the area covered.
Each and every button has various detection proces
 
1. NORMAL: The touch button is currently not in use and no one is covering the button.
2. WAITING: If someone is covering the button then the process is waiting for the object (for example

stop 
3. CHECKING: the optical webcam process the checking whether the object is touching the button. If someone 

touch the button, green color gets invisible
4. TOUCHING: If the button is being touched then the process is waiting for the touching object (h

that button. 

All buttons begin within the traditional state. These states are sequent and may be considered filters for the bit 
detection. for instance, the state following the traditional state is often the Waiting state.  If every procedure
state (except for the traditional state) finds that the condition isn't met to proceed to the subsequent state, the button 
state are modified forthwith to the traditional state. the small print of every state are as follows.
 
 

 

 
This are the protocol followed by   the project. 
and shadow area. The flowchart explains the procedure of the  

3.4    SoftwareImplementation 

The project  ismainly based  on the .NET Framework four.5 in order that our virtual bit buttons and virtual 
sliders are simply embedded in applications.
Presentation Foundation (WPF) and part in C++/CLI for OpenCV2.3.1.

4 Evaluation and testing 

 
The second step of initialization is to obtain the virtual button image. Usually VIRTOS can have more than one 
touch button, in our project there are 6 buttons each of them have different functions and programming codes. 

ons on the pale wall, for example; the system memorizes each button only 
image from the camera input. These image should be used as the reference image for the screen abstraction from 

reference image for the background subtraction in the touch detection process 

These are the various step by step process. All button starts in normal state. The states are sequential and it can be 
 

For example normal state is the starting state, then if something/ someone covers the area of the button, then the 
waiting state goes to checking screen. In this state the camera detects the area covered. 
Each and every button has various detection process.  In this there are various state transition between these stat

NORMAL: The touch button is currently not in use and no one is covering the button. 
WAITING: If someone is covering the button then the process is waiting for the object (for example

CHECKING: the optical webcam process the checking whether the object is touching the button. If someone 
invisible. 

TOUCHING: If the button is being touched then the process is waiting for the touching object (h

All buttons begin within the traditional state. These states are sequent and may be considered filters for the bit 
detection. for instance, the state following the traditional state is often the Waiting state.  If every procedure
state (except for the traditional state) finds that the condition isn't met to proceed to the subsequent state, the button 
state are modified forthwith to the traditional state. the small print of every state are as follows. 

 

Figure 3 : Flowchart of State Transition 

project. the camera  plays a main role in the estimation       
and shadow area. The flowchart explains the procedure of the  observation of the camera.

 

on the .NET Framework four.5 in order that our virtual bit buttons and virtual 
applications. TheVirtual bit screen is enforced in C# and XAML for Windows 

Presentation Foundation (WPF) and part in C++/CLI for OpenCV2.3.1. 

The second step of initialization is to obtain the virtual button image. Usually VIRTOS can have more than one 
touch button, in our project there are 6 buttons each of them have different functions and programming codes. 

ons on the pale wall, for example; the system memorizes each button only 
image from the camera input. These image should be used as the reference image for the screen abstraction from 

touch detection process 

These are the various step by step process. All button starts in normal state. The states are sequential and it can be 

For example normal state is the starting state, then if something/ someone covers the area of the button, then the 

s.  In this there are various state transition between these state. 

WAITING: If someone is covering the button then the process is waiting for the object (for example- hand )to 

CHECKING: the optical webcam process the checking whether the object is touching the button. If someone 

TOUCHING: If the button is being touched then the process is waiting for the touching object (hand) to leave 

All buttons begin within the traditional state. These states are sequent and may be considered filters for the bit 
detection. for instance, the state following the traditional state is often the Waiting state.  If every procedure for a 
state (except for the traditional state) finds that the condition isn't met to proceed to the subsequent state, the button 

       of  the  image 
observation of the camera.

on the .NET Framework four.5 in order that our virtual bit buttons and virtual 
ML for Windows 
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The main task is light changewith the stability under encircling based on response time and base functionality .3 
ways to evaluate our touch button, (1) measurement of  the .distance between screen and camera has been 
experimented (2) test of the detector  

The arrangement of the devices are well showed in figure 2.A. pale white wall is used as the screen. A projector 
having a capability of upto 2,800 lm and a web camera. This camera is connected to 2 GHz window PC (Intel 
Core i3 60064V) with 4GB of memory. 

 
4.1 Area covered segmentation 

 
The best thing of the project  is the method to detect belowbased on the pixel of the button. 
table 1 shows the segmentation of the shadow. the border of the button covered by greencolor (R=0,G=225) 
there are two condition to perform the measurement under two ambient light::-bright light and dim light 
conditiontable 1 shows the pixels whose brightness were under a threshold frequency. the results show the 
accuracy to robust the changes in ambient light. 

 
4.2  User Test for TouchButton 
. This take a look at was continual fourfold for every participant: once for each pairing of Associate in Nursing 
close lightweight condition, concerning 690 lx or 12 lx on the screen once the projector was off, and button size, 
eighty five millimeter sq. or a hundred and twenty mm square. 

 
Table 1: Shadow Segmentation. 

 

 
Shadow 
segmentation 
(%) 

Bright  
( 620 lx) 

Dim 
( 12 lx ) 

Prec. Recall 
F- 

measure Prec. Recall 
F- 

measure

(a) Proposed 
(button color change) 

81 83 82 73 69 71 

(b) Low brightness 
(optimized for 
bright) 

 
(100) 

 
(100) 

 
(100) 

 
56 

 
100 

 
72 

(c) Lowbrightness 
(optimized fordim) 

100 63 77 (100) (100) (100) 

 

Table two shows the typical time of every handle move for all participants. The leads to the second trial are 
concerning zero.5% to 8% higher than the results of the primary trial as a result of participants improved their 
manipulation of the slider from the first the response time has been exposed (manipulation times) in Table three 
are adequate for digital aggregation and direction boards. As mentioned within the next section, our virtual bit 
slider is appropriate while an effect handle for action games if terribly fast movements aren't needed. 

 
5 APPLICATION 

Virtual bit screens are particularly helpful for giant show applications publically areas, like interactive direction 
boards and digital accumulation, as a result of they're more cost-effective and fewer at risk of breakdown than 
massive bit panels. One of the VIRTOS applications in medical field for paralyzed people as explained above is 
developed as a hardware is shown below in figure 4 

 
Table 2: Touch Slider Response. 
 

Touch slider 
response 

Bright 
( ≈ 700 lx ) 

Dim 
( ≈ 16 lx ) 

First trial Time to move (sec) 

(a) Handle size 
= 85 mm sq. 

1.82 2.00 

Second trial Time to move (sec) 

(b) Handle size 
= 85 mm sq. 

1.68 1.99 
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(a) Projection on a wall with SIX virtual  buttons . 
 
 

 
 

(b) board and various chips used for transition 

Figure 4 project Applications. 
 

6      CONCLUSION 
As explained earlier oversized interactive show named Virtual bit screen, with virtual bit buttons and touch 
sliders, that consists of a projector, a pale-colored wall, a computer, and one artefact camera as a extremely 
sensible and helpful projector-camera system is very much useful to the paralyzed people. In VIRTOS, a button 
bit is detected from the world of the shadow of the user’s hand. The shadow space is divided from the 
foreground (non- projected) image by a fleeting amendment of the button color. In addition, no optical 
calibration or coordination between the projector and also the camera is needed. 

- 
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